From the President

Am I the only one? When I return from Tucson, I've had an overload of minerals. After some cleaning, labeling and cataloguing I'm ready for a short break. First thing I know, summer is here. Time for a little travel, guests visiting, other projects, some field collecting—then the Denver show is looming. And I realize many of the enthusiastic ideas from Tucson to do more for FM remain unfulfilled.

We've had a good response to Gloria's excellent FM Newsletter, but we need short articles. Surely, there is some fascinating or unusual aspect of the hobby that you have always wanted to share with others, but felt it was a little too much work to prepare an article for one of the magazines. Now is your chance! Just send your idea or draft to Gloria and she'll respond immediately with feedback.

We have discussed various ideas about increasing membership, either in "groups" through affiliation with other organizations or individually. As an organization, we still haven't done much on this front, although individuals just asking fellow collectors to join continues to work very well—but we all have to do this if we want to see FM's membership start creeping back up. Nobody will check up on you, but why not make a resolution to get a new member before the New Year, thus shortening that list.

You've probably noted the changing face of FM now in *The Mineralogical Record* and *Rocks & Minerals*; Sharleen Harvey is updating our space in those widely read journals. Also, don't forget to let us know, as requested now in your newsletters, if you prefer to receive them via e-mail, which may be more convenient for you and which saves FM postage costs.

As this is written, we're off to Denver. Hope to see many of you there!

Bill Dameron, President

Denver Social

Join your fellow members in the small meeting room on Aisle E of the Denver Merchandise Mart on Saturday, Sept 18 from 11 am to noon for Coffee, Donuts and Conversation! It just won't be any fun without you!

Board of Directors Meeting—Denver

There will be a short Board of Directors Meeting for Officers, Directors and Chapter Presidents that are in attendance at this year's Denver show. We are hoping to have enough voting directors present for a quorum, so please plan to attend if you are in town.

The meeting will be held on Friday, September 17 at 11:00 am in the small meeting room on Aisle E of the Merchandise Mart.
The following is the initial installment of a series of articles on pseudomorphs that will appear from time to time on these pages. The authors maintain the article’s copyright and should be contacted directly for reprint permission.

The term pseudomorph (French = la pseudomorphose) was coined by René Just Haüy (1743-1822) in his epochal *Traité de Mineralogie* (1801, Vol. 1, 140). Haüy did not, however, use the term in its present sense. As part of a general discussion about types of concretions he coined the term from the Greek pseudo (false) and morph (form) for mineral bodies that owed their outward form to circumstances other than their own unique powers of crystallization or formation.

Most of Haüy’s discussion of pseudomorphs was devoted to fossils, especially fossil shells and petrified wood. He also includes at the end of the discussion, the comment “bodies which have a false and deceitful figure” which “present in a very remarkable manner foreign or strange forms which they have in some measure obtained from other bodies which had received them from nature (ibid.).”

After considerable discussion of what we would today classify as fossils, Haüy adds that “the mineral kingdom also has its pseudomorphoses. We find some substances of this kingdom under crystalline forms which are only borrowed; and it is probable that, in some cases at least, the new substance has been substituted gradually for that which has ceded its place to it as we suppose takes place with respect to petrified wood (ibid.).”

Haüy ends up by giving us a definition. After defining stalactites and incrustations as the two other forms of concretions he coined the term from the Greek pseudo (false) and morph (form) for mineral bodies that owed their outward form to circumstances other than their own unique powers of crystallization or formation.

Other terms used in former times are *After-Kristalle* (F. J. A. Estner, 1794; Werner, as reported in 1811 by Hoffmann; and Breithaupt 1815) and *Supposititious* crystals (Jameson, 1816). It seems probable that Werner coined the term *After-Kristalle* and first recognized the phenomenon, even though Estner first used it in print. Estner was both a pupil and a great admirer of Werner.

Abraham Gottlob Werner (1749-1817) was the most influential mineralogy teacher of his time. Students from all over the world flocked to the Royal Bergakademie at Freiberg in Saxony (Germany) to hear his lectures in mineralogy. Werner was a great scientist and a charismatic teacher, but he hated to write. As a consequence many of his ideas and discoveries were first published by his students.

*After-Kristalle* obviously has precedence, but by the second half of the 19th century had been supplanted almost completely by the term pseudomorph. How this came to pass is an intriguing etymological mystery.
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Chapter News

PNW Chapter Projects  reported by Aaron Wieting

The ABC Project
Preparation of educational mineral displays for loan to schools. Displays are prepared and coordinated by Lorna Goebel.

Washington Locality Index Revision
Contact John Lindell at lindell4@aol.com or 425-432-4939 to provide information on rare minerals and obscure localities.

Oregon Locality Index
Contact Aaron Wieting at pdxpounder@hotmail.com or 503-284-5361 to provide information on rare minerals and obscure localities.

SE Chapter Report  by Julian Gray

The Southeast Chapter is moving along, thanks to many new faces who are contributing to the organization.

In July we launched our new webpage!

www.southeastfm.org

We have also restarted regular quarterly newsletters. Jose Santamaria, Director and Curator of the Weinman Mineral Museum, stepped forward to fill the position of vice president.

Our big event for the year is coming up: the Fall Symposium on November 13 and 14 in Cartersville, Georgia. We are still accepting talks!

Up to date chapter information can be found on our webpage or by contacting SE Chapter president, Julian Gray.

Although we have made great progress in the last two years, we need even more involvement and recruiting, particularly from Virginia and the Carolinas.

Southern California Chapter Report  by Jennifer Rohl

The Southern California Chapter held a mineral locality symposium at the Shoshone Museum. Over 30 people attended the event including FM members from Reno and Tucson. The speakers covered topics about the occurrence of talc in southern Death Valley, new minerals from the Mojave Desert and the Basin and Range province, borax production in the Amargosa valley, Mojave turquoise and Mormon gold.

On Sunday, April 18th the members went on a field trip to look for trilobites in the Emigrant Pass and opals in the Tecopa Opal Beds.

On October 23rd the SCFM will hold a symposium entitled, “Minerals from the Northern Peninsular Range Province” (see facing page for program schedule and details).
Southern California Chapter of Friends of Mineralogy

presents a

Fall Mineral Locality Symposium

Minerals from the Northern Peninsular Range Province

Symposium—Saturday, October 23, 2004
Field Trip—Sunday, October 24, 2004

Riverside Municipal Museum
3580 Mission Inn Avenue
Riverside, California

Speaker Schedule

10:00 a.m. Welcome
James Bryant
10:10 a.m. Rock & Mineral Resources in Riverside County
Dinah Shumway
10:35 a.m. History of Mining at Cajalco
Dinah Shumway
11:00 a.m. Clintonite from Crestmore
Curt Forrester
11:30 a.m. Hydrothermal Deposits in the Salton Trough
Mike McKibben
12:00 to 1:30 Lunch Break
SCFM meeting
1:30 p.m. Recent Mineralogical Relationships between Pegmatites & Host Rocks in the Northern Peninsular Ridge
Doug Morton
2:00 p.m. New Discoveries at the Fano mine, Little Cahuilla Mountain
Ken Gochenour
2:30 p.m. Cryo Gene Pegmatite: Mineral Species Diversity
Dana Gochenour
3:00 p.m. Field Trip Information

Sunday’s field trip will be to an active pegmatite mine in the northern peninsular ridge. Contact the SCFM chapter for more information.
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